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ABSTRACT

The problem of edge	coloring a bipartite graph is to color the edges so that adjacent edges
receive di
erent colors� An optimal algorithm uses the minimum number of colors to color
the edges� We consider several approximation algorithms for edge	coloring bipartite graphs
and show tight bounds on the number of colors they use in the worst case� We also brie�y
consider the constrained edge	coloring problem where each color may be used to color at most
k edges� and obtain bounds on the number of colors used by the approximation algorithms
in the worst case�



� Introduction

Many applications can be modeled as edge	colorings of bipartite graphs� such as the schedul	
ing of data transfers in parallel computers and communications switches ���� vertices rep	
resent communicating entities� edges represent the data transfers� and edges with the same
color represent data transfers that can occur in parallel� For a bipartite graph of degree
�� a minimum edge	coloring requires � colors ��� and can be obtained in polynomial time
��� �� �� ���

Scheduling applications� such as the scheduling of parallel I�O operations� motivate the
development of faster algorithms for approximate edge	coloring of bipartite graphs ��� ���
��� We analyze the worst	case behavior of several greedy approximation algorithms for
edge	coloring bipartite graphs� Experimental studies have shown that these algorithms can
generate minimum or near	minimum edge colorings in much less execution time than exact
algorithms ���� ���� However� previous studies ���� �� do not provide tight theoretical bounds
on the worst	case behavior of these algorithms�

For the approximation algorithms we will discuss� di
erent runs of an algorithm may well
edge color a given graph with di
erent numbers of colors� since the algorithm may make
arbitrary choices of which edge to color next� We will need notation for the maximum
number of colors used by an algorithm for edge	coloring a particular graph as well as for
coloring any graph of given degree�

Def� For a given graph G let A�G� denote the maximumnumber of colors used by algorithm
A to edge	color G in any execution of A�

Def� Let B�A��� � maxfA�G� � G has degree �g� We say the positive integer x is a bound
on A for all graphs of degree � i
 B�A��� � x� We say the bound x is tight i
 B�A��� � x�

In the rest of this paper� a graph is understood to be bipartite� a coloring to be an edge	
coloring� and the degree of a graph to be a positive integer� unless otherwise speci�ed� G���
denotes a bipartite graph of degree ��

In sec� � we de�ne a class of greedy approximation algorithms� We discuss in sec� � the
worst	case analysis of approximation algorithms for the unconstrained edge	coloring problem�
where the objective is to obtain an edge	coloring of a bipartite graph using as few colors as
possible� We derive relationships between the bounds on the number of colors used by two
approximation algorithms for unconstrained edge	coloring� and show that the bounds are
tight� In sec� � we will consider the following constrained edge	coloring problem� Find
a minimum edge	coloring of a bipartite graph where no more than k edges can have the
same color� This constraint arises frequently in data transfer scheduling applications as a



� � �

limitation in the capacity of the channel used for the data transfers ���� For the constrained
edge	coloring problem we consider the worst	case behavior of two approximation algorithms
also� presenting bounds on the number of colors used� and the algorithms� time complexities�
In sec� � we end with a discussion�

� The Greedy algorithm

Since we will be presenting several greedy algorithms� we establish a template for describing
them using pseudo	code as follows� The Order�� function will be speci�ed below� The break
statement exits the smallest enclosing loop� A sequence is denoted by angle brackets�

Algorithm Greedy

Input� Bipartite graph G � �A�B�E�� Coloring constraint k�
 � k � min�jAj� jBj�
Output� An edge	coloring of G� color � E � f�� �� ���g

F �� Order�A�B�E��
�� F is some ordered sequence of all the edges in E ��

i �� ��
while F �� h if
M �� f g�
�� M is edges which are assigned color i ��

for each e read in sequence from F f
if neither endpoint of e is colored i f
color�e� �� i�
E �� E � feg�
M �� M � feg�

g
if jM j � k� break�

g
i �� i� ��
F �� Order�A�B�E��
�� Re	order the remaining edges in the graph ��

g

We call all algorithms described by the template above� regardless of the function used for
Order��� greedy algorithms� The approximation algorithms we investigate in this section are
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de�ned by the function used for Order���

�� First	Come First	Served� FCFS� Order�� is the identity function�

�� Highest Degree First� HDF� Order�� sorts the edges in descending order of the maxi	
mum of the degrees of their endpoints� Ties between edges are broken arbitrarily�

�� Highest Combined Degree First� HCDF� Order�� sorts the edges in descending order
of the sum of the degrees of their endpoints� Ties between edges are broken arbitrarily�

Note that the greedy algorithm above examines the list of edges� In ���� we have also
considered a greedy algorithm which examines the list of vertices�

� The unconstrained edge�coloring problem

In this section we derive bounds on the behavior of the greedy algorithm for the unconstrained
case� i�e�� k � min�jAj� jBj��

Lemma ��� ���� �� For all greedy edge	coloring algorithms A where the edge	coloring is
unconstrained� i
e
� k � min�jAj� jBj�� ��� B�A��� � ��� �


Lemma ��� implies that there are O��� iterations of the while loop� The for loop takes
time O�m�� and a bucket sort taking time O�m� can be used for Order�� ����� so that
FCFS� HDF and HCDF all run in time O�m��� �In ���� we have described versions of
FCFS and HDF which operate on lists of vertices rather than edges� and hence can be
implemented to run in time O�m � n���� Note that Lemma ��� also implies� for instance�
that � �� B�FCFS��� � ��� � and ��� B�HDF��� � ��� �� but does not imply that
these bounds are tight� Bar	Noy et al ��� have shown that ��� B�FCFS��� � �� � ��
Their proof is by construction of a set of graphs� fG���� � � � �g� where each G���� is a
full �	ary tree of three levels �i�e�� G���� consists of a root with � children� each of degree
��� We might expect that HDF and HCDF perform better than FCFS� In fact� we can
show that they can perform substantially better�

Lemma ��� �� � � �HCDF�G����� � � andHDF�G����� � ��� and FCFS�G����� �
��� �
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Proof� Left to the reader�

We have also found experimentally that HDF and HCDF can perform substantially better
than FCFS when presented with graphs generated pseudo	randomly ����� Further� in our
experiments we found that in no case do they perform any worse� in Theorem ��� we show
a theoretical justi�cation for this� Let G � �V�E� be a bipartite graph with vertex set V �
edge set E� degree �� and let d�u� denote the degree of vertex u 	 V �

Lemma ��� If a vertex u 	 V is not colored during an iteration of HCDF� then either
d�u� �  at the start of that iteration� or � �u� v� 	 E� 
 �v�w� 	 E � �v�w� is colored
during that iteration and d�u� � d�w�


Proof� Clearly u will not be colored if d�u� �  at the start of the iteration� Assume
d�u� � � Then� sinceHCDF is greedy� u is not colored during the iteration i
 � �u� v� 	 E�

 �v�w� 	 E such that �v�w� is colored in this iteration� From the criterion used by HCDF
to choose edges� edge �v�w� is colored in this iteration i
 d�u� � d�v� � d�v� � d�w�� i�e��
d�u� � d�w�� �

Notation� We partition E into subsets by degree� i�e�� let E�i� � f�u� v� � max�d�u�� d�v�� �
ig� for � � i � �� Similarly� let V �i� � fu � d�u� � ig� for � � i � �� �Clearly HDF
examines edges in E��� followed by edges in E�� � ��� etc�� Consider a coloring of G by
some execution of HCDF� Let E� denote the set of edges� and V � the set of vertices� colored
by the �rst iteration of HCDF� Let E��i� � E� � E�i�� and let V ��i� � V � � V �i�� i�e�� let
V ��i� be the vertices of degree i included in E��

Lemma ��� There exists an execution of HDF on input graph G such that the set of edges
colored during the �rst iteration is identical to E�


Proof
 By de�nition of HDF all the edges in E�i � �� are examined before any edges in
E�i�� for i 	 f�� ������ �g� For each i� let the edges in E��i� be ordered before any of the
edges in E�i�� E��i�� so that HDF will examine the edges in E��i� �rst� We now show by
induction on the maximum degree of vertices in E� that HDF colors exactly the edges in E�

on its �rst iteration�

base� �i � ��� Since E���� is a matching and its edges are examined before any edges in
E����E����� HDF will color all the edges in E����� We show that� having done so� HDF
cannot color any other edge in 	 E��� � E����� Suppose u 	 V ��� � V ����� Then from
Lemma ���� none of the edges �u� v� adjacent to u are colorable�
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hyp
 Of the edges in E��� � ��� � E�i����HDF colors exactly the edges in E���� � E����
�� � ��� � E��i� �� on the �rst iteration�

ind
 �i�� Clearly edges in E��i� cannot be adjacent to those in E���� � ��� � E��i���� How	
ever� edges in E��i� can be adjacent to the set of edges E��� � ��� � E�i����E���� � ��� � E��i�
��� But by the induction hypothesis�HDF has not colored any of the edges in this set during
its �rst iteration� Thus HDF will color all the edges in E��i�� As for the base case� consider
u 	 V ��� � V ����� By Lemma ���� � �u� v� 	 E� 
 �v�w� 	 E��j� for some j � i� Hence
HDF cannot color any edge in E�i�� E��i�� �

Theorem ��� � G�HCDF�G� � HDF�G� � FCFS�G�


Proof� First note that since any greedy schedule can be produced by the arbitrary order	
ing FCFS� it follows that HCDF�G� � FCFS�G� and HDF�G� � FCFS�G�� To show
HCDF�G� � HDF�G�� we show the stronger result that the set of edges colored during ev	
ery iteration of HCDF can be colored by the same iteration of HDF� The proof is sketched
as follows� From Lemma ���� after one iteration� the remaining graph G� � �V�E � E�� for
both algorithms is identical� repeated application of Lemma ��� gives the result� �

From the foregoing we might expect that the bound given by Lemma ��� could be tightened
further for HDF and HCDF� In the following sections we show that this is not the case�

��� A tight bound for HDF

In this section we prove that for any � a bipartite graph G��� can be constructed such that
HDF�G� � �� � �� In fact� we will show that G is a tree� To describe the construction
precisely we introduce some notation�

Notation� �See Fig� � for examples�� In the following� upper	case italic letters denote
vertices or subtrees of a tree� they may be subscripted� If A and B are vertices� A�B denotes
that they are siblings� and AhBi denotes that A is the parent of B� R is used to distinguish
the root of a �sub�tree� and C for its child� Thus RhC��C�i� where the Ci are vertices which
can be distinguished from each other� denotes a binary tree of two levels� A set of siblings
which need not be distinguished from each other is denoted using an array notation� thus
RhC���i also denotes a binary tree with two levels� Angle brackets have higher precedence
than semi	colons� Thus RhC��C�i �A denotes a forest with two trees� and RhC��C��Ai
denotes a ternary tree with two levels�
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Def� Two trees S and T with roots RS and RT � respectively� are root	merged by deleting
RS and RT �along with any incident edges�� introducing a vertex R� and adding edges from
R to every child of RS and RT � Letting � denote root	merging� if S � RShS��S�� ����Sii and
T � RT hT��T�� ����Tji then

S � T � RhS�� ����Si�T�� ����Tji

We now construct two families of trees to be used later in the construction of G���� and
consider how they could be colored�

Def� The trees Fi�� and Hi�� are de�ned by mutual recursion as follows� �See Fig� � for
examples�� The operator hi has precedence over �� which has precedence over � and ���

�� F��� consists of a single vertex� S�

�� H��� � R�hC�hF������ ��i

�� F��� � H���

�� For � � i � �� Hi�� � RihCi hFi������� ��ii

�� For � � i � �� Fi�� � H��� �H��� � ����Hi��

Def� A vertex is critical if it has maximal degree�

Observe that for every tree Hi��� the child of the root� Ci� is critical� Also note that for
every Fi��� the root is not critical while all the children of its root are critical� Thus� by
construction� at every alternate level of Fi��� all the vertices are critical�

Def� A vertex is covered if some edge incident upon it is colored� A vertex is colored with
color i if some edge incident upon it is colored i�

We will now show that the construction of the tree Fi�� enables HDF to make a sequence of
choices such that i colors are consumed before every critical vertex in the tree is covered� As
an example� in Fig� ��c�� edges �R�� C��� �a� b�� �c� d� and �e� f� would be colored with color
�� necessitating the use of color � to cover the critical vertex C��

Lemma ��� For every tree Fi���  � i � �� there exists a sequence of choices made byHDF
such that i colors are required to cover all the critical vertices in Fi��� and the root of Fi�� is
colored with every color in the set f�� 
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Figure �� Example construction to show HDF takes up to ��� � colors to color a graph of
degree �
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Proof� By induction over i�

base� i � �� For F��� � H��� � R�hC�hS��� ��ii� the choice of coloring edge �R�� C�� with
color � su ces�

hypothesis
 For all Fj���  � j � i � �� there exists a sequence of choices made by HDF
such that j colors are required to cover all the critical vertices in Fj��� and the root of Fj��

is colored with all colors in f�� ���� jg�

induction
 Consider the coloring of Fi��� By de�nition�

Fi�� � H��� �H��� � ����Hi��

� RihC�hF������ ��i�C�hF������ ��i� ���CihFi������� ��i� i

Recall that by construction� for all j� � � j � i� Cj in the expression above is critical� First�
we will show that there is a sequence of choices made by HDF such that color i is required
to cover Ci� It will follow that i colors are required in order to cover all critical vertices in
Fi��� and that Ri is colored with all colors f�� ���� ig�

Observe that color i is required to cover Ci only if all the neighbors of Ci are colored with
all colors f�� ���� i� �g� The neighbors of Ci consist of its parent and its children�

Considering the children of Ci� it can be seen from the expression above that Fi�� is con	
structed so that the children of Ci are the roots of Fi����� By the induction hypothesis� there
is a sequence of choices made by HDF such that the root of Fi���� is colored with all colors
f�� ���� i� �g�

Consider Ri� the parent of Ci� which is the root of Fi��� By de�nition� Fi�� � Fi�����Hi���
That is� Ri along with all the subtrees rooted at its children C�� ���� Ci�� form the tree Fi�����
By the induction hypothesis� Ri is already colored with all colors f�� ���� i� �g�

Clearly� the sequences of choices given by the induction hypothesis can be merged appropri	
ately so that every child of Ci� and also Ci�s parent� is colored with all colors f�� ���� i� �g�
Covering the critical vertex Ci thus requires color i� In addition� once the colors f�� ���� i��g
have been used� every critical vertex in the subtrees rooted at C�� ���� Ci�� is covered� as is
every critical vertex in the subtrees rooted at the children of Ci� Thus coloring Ci covers all
critical vertices in Fi���

Now we need to show that the root of Fi�� is colored with all colors in f�� ���� ig� It follows
directly from the arguments above that every Cj is colored j� for � � j � i � �� For Ci� we
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let HDF choose to color edge �Ri� Ci� with color i� �

Theorem ��� ��� B�HDF��� � ��� �


Proof� By construction of the graph� Let

G��� � RhF��������i

Clearly� R is a critical vertex� From Lemma ��� there exists a sequence of choices made
by HDF such that the root of every F����� is colored with all colors in f�� ������ �g� In
addition� it is possible to use � � � colors to color every critical vertex in F������ while
still leaving R uncolored� Therefore� each of the links incident to R will have to be colored
with a color not in the set f�� ������ �g� and each will require a distinct color� Therefore �
additional colors are required to color the links incident to R� i�e�� at least ��� � colors are
required to color G���� HDF� being a greedy algorithm� requires at most ��� � colors to
color G���� It follows that there exists a sequence of choices for which HDF uses exactly
��� � colors to color G���� �

��	 A tight bound for HCDF

We now show that HCDF�s bound given by Lemma ��� is also tight� by modifying the
construction used for HDF�

Theorem ��� ��� B�HCDF��� � ��� �


Proof� Construct G��� as described for Theorem ���� We will construct a new tree T ��� by
modifying G��� so that HCDF will be able to make the same sequence of choices to color
T ��� as made by HDF in coloring G���� Initially set T ��� � G����

We call an edge critical in G��� or T ��� if the combined degree of its endpoints is maximal�
Clearly� before any edges have been colored� a critical edge in T ��� has combined endpoint
degree ��� As before� we need to ensure that the critical edges in Fi�� are such that i colors
are consumed before all of them are colored� Now the root of Fi�� has i children and one
parent� thus for all i� � � i � � � �� the edges connecting the root of Fi�� to its children
are not critical� To make each such edge critical� for all i� � � i � �� �� we add �� i� �
children to every root of Fi��� Thus we add �� i� � vertices� each connected by one edge
to the root of Fi���
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Now the same sequence of choices used by HDF to color the root of Fi�� can be used by
HCDF� Thus it takes �� � colors before the root of T ��� is colored� and an additional �
colors to color all the edges incident to the root� Since HCDF is greedy� all other edges can
be colored using ��� � colors� �

� The constrained edge�coloring problem

We now consider the following constrained edge	coloring problem� Find a minimum edge	
coloring of a bipartite graph where no more than k edges have the same color� Clearly� a
minimum constrained edge	coloring requires max��� dm�ke� colors� where m is the number
of edges� Bongiovanni et al ��� presented an O�m�n � mn�� time algorithm for minimum
constrained edge	coloring of bipartite graphs� where n is the number of vertices� Algorithms
taking time O�mn��� log n� and O��m � n�n logm�� have subsequently been developed ����
�� ����

The approximation algorithm Modi�ed	HDF �MHDF� for edge	coloring bipartite graphs
when a color may be used to color at most k � n edges consists of invoking the greedy
algorithm for HDF with input k where � � k � min�jAj� jBj��

Lemma ��� MHDF produces a coloring using at most bm�kc������� colors for a graph
of n vertices� m edges� and degree �� if at most k � n edges may be colored with a single
color


Proof� Suppose HDF was used on the graph instead of MHDF� In the worst case it uses
�� � � colors� with color i coloring mi edges� and

P
����

i�� mi � m� If MHDF uses the
same sequence of choices� coloring mi edges may require up to bmi�kc � � colors� Thus
MHDF may require at most

P
����

i�� �bmi�kc��� � �������
P

����

i�� bmi�kc colors� Clearly�P
����

i�� bmi�kc � bm�kc� so the result follows� �

Note that this bound is not tight for the class of graphs with k � n and k � �� in the former
case� MHDF is simply HDF� so at most ��� � colors are needed� and in the latter case�
exactly m�k � m colors are needed�

Finally� we call the algorithm HCDF invoked with k � min�jAj� jBj� the Modi�ed	HCDF
algorithm� MHCDF� The proof of Lemma ��� can be used to show that� like MHDF�
algorithmMHCDF produces a coloring using at most bm�kc� ���� �� colors�
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� Discussion

We observe that our constructive proofs for obtaining tight bounds involve constructing trees
for which the degree is much less than the number of vertices� Let N��� be the number of
vertices in the graph G��� of Theorem ���� andM�i��� the number of vertices in graph Fi���
Then� by the de�nitions we have N��� � ���M��� ���� and M�i��� � � �i� ��� ��
Pi��

j��M�j���� A simple calculation shows that N��� � O����� In contrast� showing that
B�FCFS��� � �� � � involves constructing graphs for which the number of vertices is
O���� ����

This observation may support the intuition that the approximation algorithms which are
greedy but not arbitrary in their examination of vertices and edges are likely to provide
minimum or near	minimum colorings for a larger range of graphs than the arbitrary greedy
algorithm�

We are currently investigating the behavior of various greedy approximation algorithms in
terms of the probability that they use the number of colors given by their bounds� We are
also investigating the problem of edge	coloring the graphs given that certain edges must
receive the same color� and of developing distributed edge	coloring algorithms ����
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